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Going out with a bang!
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Lady Aggies en d season with 6-1 win
over Virginia: State on Senior Day
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Black In America tour hits campus
STAGE BAILEY
Register Reporter

The Cable News Network(CNN)
introduced a new documentary series called, "CNN Presents: Black
in America.

The series will include three,
two-hour documentaries, weekly
reports and an HBCU college tour
that'll run for four months. It began
with a documentary recalling the
shooting of Dr. King, "Eyewitness
to Murder — The King Assassination" on April 3rd and will continue
through July.

The tour began April 8th at
Florida A&M and continued on to
North Carolina Central on Thursday and in rounded up the week at
A&T on Friday.
At the event, video booths were
set up so students could give their

theYARD

definition of what it meant to be
black in America, a table was set up
to sign up for a free one-year sub-

scription to Essence magazine and
other tables were set up with
other 'Black In America' freebies.
With temperatures in the 70's,
students stood in Obermeyer Parking Lot behind Holland Hall to take
part in the action.
The Greeks showed their skills
during the Step-Off and students
were able to recite poetry in the
Spoken Word contest at. Umbrellas
and small tables surrounded by a
couple of chairs kept students cool
as they enjoyed the live music and
comradery among their peers.
Many took the opportunity to
send text messages that would be
displayed on a large screen set up
two

� See CNN on Page 2

CAMPUS NOTEBOOK

Community
service hours
may not count
for graduation
ASHLEY REID
Register Reporter

PHOTO BY LEROYMIKELL • REGISTER
OWT AND ABOUT: Anthony Stevens, a memberof Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, hops at CNN's Black In America tour.

Freshmen and sophomores are finding out that
all community service aren't created equal.
Aware of the 50 hours of community service
studentsare required to perform in order to graduate, whatthose students may not know is that they
must perform those hours through the C.A.S.E.

program.
The Civic and Service Education program
(C.A.S.E.) is a component ofthe University Stud-

ies program that not only holds the community
service opportunities that will fill therequirement,
but also provide an opportunity for students to
gain experience in the community.
The two-year old program began with the class
of 2010 will continue for all future incoming
classes and transfer students. Lee Morgan, director of the C.A.S.E. program, is very eager to get
the word out about it.
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DUKE LACROSSE
WOMAN SPEAKS
The woman in the middle of the
media frenzy surrounding the
Duke lacrosse scandal.speaks on
campus. PAGE 2
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Lesbian social
group looks to
launch on yard

MERGER CREATES
LARGEST AIRLINE
Delta and Northwest Airlines announced a merger making them
world's largest airliner. PAGE 5

the

DEMOCRIPSAND
REBLOODICANS

KEISHA THOMAS
Contributor

Homosexuality is openly questioned in society
and still taboo in the Black community.
Many hide their sexuality out offear but a new
social group looks to address the stigma that exists on college campuses across the country and
create an open environment about sexuality for
gay A&T women. ,
AGK, is a newly established social group, created to bring unity to all lesbians, but particularly
masculine, homosexual women. The organization's objectives include community service involving homosexual outreach, group counseling,
and social networking.
The group, which isn't officiallyrecognized on
campus, throws social gatherings and holds outings across the country to visit other "brothers."
With over 600 members in New York, members
of the organization have a long-term mission of
expanding nationwide. Currently, they are trying
to establish more chapters in North Carolina.
Tanisha Coleman, a sophomore electronic mu-

The Econ Boy dives into the gang
atmosphere exuded by the twoparty system in America and how
it affects your money. PAGE 6

the

REMEMBERING
A FALLEN AGGIE
One Aggie remembers the life of a
member of the A&T family. PAGE 6

FIRST ROAD WIN!
Baseball team gets firstroad win

over UMES on Sunday. PAGE 8
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ALUM CROWNED
MR. BLACK NC
An Aggie alum crowned the first
ever Mr. Black North Carolina in
recent pageant. PAGE 12
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What's changed since the Virginia Tech shootings?
AASIYA TOWNSELL

help resorted to violence to find
liberation making the shootings
his relief for ending his own life
On April 16, 2007, the deadcured his anxiety.
Now, one year and other
liest school shooting in U.S. history took place at Virginia Tech deadly school shooting later,
University.
campuses around the country
Seimg-Hui Cho, a student are doing their best to prevent
who suffered from a severe anxanother Va. Tech style massacre
iety disorder, killed 32 people with the idea of implementing
and wounded many more before security on open campuses.
committing suicide
It's been a year and A&T is
Cho had been in therapy for maintaining their campus secuhis anxiety since middle school. rity policy by hiring more ofWhen he began college, the ficers to secure the campus.
therapy seemed to do no justice.
"All universities are a little
Along with graphic writings he bit more aware of things that
produced for his classes, Cho could happened on campus
was also accused of stalking since the Virginia Tech massastudents and was declared mencre and we try to maintain what
tally ill.
we have more efficiently," said
A student who was in need of A&T security guard, Officer
Scene Editor

Marshall

The officers agreed that A&T
runs a tight secured policy and
are very adamant when it comes
to doing their job; however, the
Chief Deputy was not available
to comment for further information on campus security.
"A couple of months ago,
two kids got stabbed, cops came
in 20 minutes, Pizza Hut got
robbed at night recently, I don't
see the security like it should
be," said Dishaun Harris, a junior political science major.
"If a Virginia Tech incident
happened here on campus I
don't think we would be prepared as far as security goes,"
he said.
This past fall semester, two
guys were stabbed on campus

in broad daylight in front ofthe
cafeteria,

students is "How will we be
able to protect ourselves against
other armed students?"
According to SCCC, the organization was created to make
it clear that "gun free zones"
only serve a purpose for those
who abide by the law, but unfortunately those who don't mitigate tragedies such as Virginia

Some incidents are simply
preventable, but our security officers prepare for the worse
and hope for the best.
A group from Facebook
started an internet-based organization with 11,000 members
entitled Students for Concealed
Carry on Campus, (SCCC).
It is now a national, non-partisan, grassroots organization
comprised of over 25,000 college students, faculty members,
parents of college students and
concerned citizens who support
the right of concealed handgun
license holders to carry concealed handguns on college

to their controversial debate, the
group will be issuing a protest
from April 21 to 25, a week after the anniversary of the Virginia Tech shooting, by wearing
holsters to class.
According to an article in
USA Today by Marisol Bello,

campuses.
A proposed question from

� See ANNIVERSARY on Pave 3

not
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Tech.
To push for more responses
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Woman behind Duke lacrosse scandal speaks out
Accuser talks to Aggies about being a student
again after controversy surrounding trial faded
ALEXANDRIA HARPER
Contributor
It was called a scandal but
made into mockery.
The Duke lacrosse case hit
radio and television stations by
storm in 2007. Reporters from
media outlets around the country scrambled to provide dayto-day updates on Crystal Gail
Mangum, the accuser, and three
Duke Lacrosse players; Reade
Seligmann, Collin Finnerty and
David Evans, the accused.
Mangum, a former exotic
dancer and escort, accused
these men of sexual assault in
Mid-March of2006.
The investigation dragged
on for over a year and was finally dismissed by Attorney
General Roy Cooper.
The case was never argued
in court and Mangum has yet
to have her say about what happened. She still believes she
needs to set the record straight.

SERVICE From page 1
"I personally went to every
100-course in the UNST depart-

introduce the program,"
said Morgan.
He explained how they are
currently in the process of putting the program in the UNST
class requirements so students
will be more aware of not only
the community service requirement but also the benefits ofthe
ment to

program.
"It's more community ser-

vice based right now and I have
had teachers incorporate community service programs in their
classes," said Morgan.
The 50-hour requirement has
to be completed prior to students' senior year in order for
them to be eligible to complete
their Capstone Internships.
Transfer students who are
graduating after 2009 must also
complete community service
hours but their amount will be
determined by their year.
Freshman Donald Cooley,
was unaware of the program
but supported the reasoning behind it. "I didn'tknow about the
C.A.S.E. program, but I think it
is a good idea," said Cooley. "I
think 50 hours is a good commitment."

The program has partnerships
with several local organizations
including the Hayes-Taylor
YMCA, Black Child Development Program, Big Brothers
Big Sisters of America andnhe
American Red Cross.
"We do realize that students
do not have cars, but they do not
recognize that all of our partnerships of are located in area
where the HEAT or GTA will
provide transportation," said
Morgan.
"Anybody should want to
give back to their community,
but being willing to serve back
should be important to you and
the community that you are affecting."
Students whose community

service did not come through
one of the C.A.S.E. partnerships
or UNST courses can still earn
hours if they were done through
a C.A.S.E. sponsored campus
organization.

New partnerships can also
be established if students find
new service ideas. Hours can be
gained year-round.
Allyson Cobb, a sophomore
from San Francisco, Ca., feels
like C.A.S.E. and campus organizations should work together.
"It would be easier for both
groups to work together to ensure that community service
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tions. One ofthe first questions
asked was how she got the job
dancing for the Duke Lacrosse
players that night.
Mangum said, "I worked for
On Thursday, April 2, an escort service connected to
Mangum made a surprise visit the nightclub and was hired to
to Crosby Hall. Her appearance dance at the party."
was only made known to a few
Once her involvement was
select students enrolled in Dr. made clear, another student
Myra Shird's Argumentation asked where and how did the
and Debate class.
attack take place.
Preparations for Mangum's
Mangum said, "She was
visit were ongoing all semester. sexual assaulted by three men
Students researched details of from behind and then sodomthe case but were never really ized by what she believed to be
sure if Mangum would actually a broom stick."
James Blocker, a senior Libappear.
As Mangum took her seat, eral Studies major, touched on
silence overtook the classroom. a very sensitive issue when he
Students, eager to ask quesasked, "Was the attack racially
tions, began organizing notes motivated?"
Mangum responded, "I was
and uncapping pens to write
down her responses.
sexually assaulted by three peoThe class was witnessing ple and they used racial slurs."
history as this was the first time
In the heat of discussion a
Mangum addressed a live audistudent posed a hypothetical
ence to tell her story.
question.
Dressed in a beige blouse
One said, "46 out of the 47
and black necklace, Mangum Duke Lacrosse players were
read a prepared statement. She DNA tested for possible semen
excretion into the accuser's
gave an overview of her position and then opened for ques- body.
hours are met for students as
well as organizations that need
them to exist," said Cobb, who
is a member of the campus
NAACP.
"However, I feel that each organization must still go out and
dotheir own work to ensure that
the mission statement for which
the organization was founded is
being fulfilled."
Outside of service opportunities, C.A.S.E. also provides
students with a co-curricular
transcript.
This transcript will list all organizations, positions, awards,
community service,and campus
jobs that students have held during their time on campus and
will help students at interviews
when they can also show their
academic resume along with a
service resume

"This transcript will help
show that they are not only
studious but also active," said

to

Morgan.

He also expressed his hopes
for the future of the program
with A&T getting ready to become a campus compact university. This will help the university
become more resourceful, offer
more scholarships and internships, and also gain more money
to invest in their programs.
With these changes, Morgan
explained that C.A.S.E. could
move on to becoming global.
He wants the program to
eventually offer year-long trips
abroad to do service.
"Service doesn't have to be
just the soup kitchen; it can be
outside your setting like in a
third world country...helping
children there", said Morgan.
Joseph Catling, a sophomore
criminal justice major from
Ahoskie, N.C. said, "These activities give them a different experience Outside oftheir normal
day life."
Students who would like to
register with C.A.S.E- can go
to Murphy Hall Room 104 and
complete an application.
The program is also hoping
to be online by Fall semester to
be more accessible for students.
There is also a Facebook group
for the program.
Several upcoming opportunities include National Volunteer
Week which starts Monday, Apr.
21 and runs through Apr. 25.
Activities for that week include the Habitat For Humanity
Restore and Habitat for Humanity Help Build a Home. You can
also sign up for these opportunities in Murphy Hall.

The 47th member was not
tested because he was black.
Is it possible this 47th member
could be the missing link in this
case?"
Mangum said, "Absolutely
not, my attackers were white."
The same student wanted to

know what Mangum thought
about the CBS interview of
Kim Roberts done by the late
Ed Bradley.
Roberts, a second dancer
present at the party was asked
of Mangum's condition after
the alleged sexual assault took
place.
Roberts said, "She [Mangum] obviously wasn't hurt, she
was fine."
The student went on further
to ask Mangum, "Why would
she say that."
Mangum replied "I believe
Kim Roberts was paid off to
not say anything."

As questions of intent and
motive were answered students
left the discussion feeling a
bit unsure of what to believe.
Mangum's powerful in class
testimony altered many minds.
Some undergraduates more

skeptical of Mangum's commentary and felt there was no
substantive evidence to prove
her story. All students did however agree that justice was not
served
Missing DNA evidence
found throughout the house was
ruled out before police properly
evaluated it. Assumptions regarding both the lacrosse players and Mangum character distorted much ofthe facts.
District Attorney Mike Nifong was disbarred due to his
mismanagement of the case.
These missing pieces combined
made for a nasty situation.
Mangum however is looking
forward. The soon to be N.C.
Central alum, is set to publish a
book entitled "The Last Dance
for Grace" and hopes to set the
record straight.
Mangum said', "She is striving to get her PhD and to open
a group home for sexually assaulted women."

Information and excerpts
of the class discussion will be
available on Mangum's website, danceforgrace.com, in
early May.

CNN comes through campus for
Black In America documentary
In his original poem, "I'm

CNN From page 1
behind the DJ booth

One of the main purposes
of the tour is to acknowledge
the present-state of Black
America whilereceiving input
from students through means
of iReports.
Donald Boone, a senior
from Seat Pleasant, Md., believes that the event is, "definitely a great, positive movement and I think [that], in way
too many instances, blacks
are cast in a negative light
through our sources of mass
media; I think in times like
this, it really shows us in our
natural habitat."
Aspects of a typical HBCU
such as dancing, stepping

and reciting thought-provoking rhymes were all present
throughout the cause.
During the Spoken Word
contest, eight students were
given the chance to put their
thoughts on being black in
America into their own words
through verse.
Voting was conducted
via text message to the large
screen and the top three winners received $25 gift certificates

Words from being "just a
teenager" to apologizing for
"being black" gained the attention ofmany attendants to
the event including CNN representatives and people passing through.
Greg Stanford, a freshman
professional acting major
from Monroe, N.C, won first
place with the most votes.

Sorry...I'm Sorry for Being
Black," he recounted a personal experience growing up
when he refused to stand and
say the pledge ofallegiance.
"My definition of being
black in America is basically
having pride in what you are
and where you came from
and being an achiever even
through circumstances that
would not allow you to be an
achiever and not ending up a
statistic," he said.
"I appreciate this event and
I hope whoever is in charge of
this reads this and I hope they
hold more events like this because this inspires people...it
puts the right seed in people's
hands that they need to do
something positive for their
community."
Stanford also clarified that
he was not apologizing for being black, but merely feeling
sorry for those who felt the
need to treat him differently
because he was.

CNN weekend, morning
news anchor, T.J. Holmes,

was the correspondent for
this stop of the tour as well
as the stop at Central and he
feels that CNN's presence is
important in reaching out to
all people including the black
community.
When asked his definition
ofbeing black in America, he
said, "I'm a proud, black man,
but I want to get to a point
where people look at me and
see me as a man first, who
happens to be black," Holmes
said.
"I think when we finally

get to that point, we can really
say we've turned a particular
page, but right now it's unfortunate that people see you and
they see race first... but at the
same time, if we all still segregate ourselves, in a matter
of speaking, then we're still
not coming together like the
people that fight for us do."
During the last hour ofthe
event, the DJ began to play
old songs from the 90's asthe
crowd began to thin.
Students helping others
register to vote continued to
walk around just to make sure
everyone was set before Friday's deadline to register to
vote in the May's North Carolina primaries.
Many walked away with
CNN paraphernalia, a nice tan
from the sun, but more importantly, another memory of
unity ajtriong their peers.
The white board placed inside the event allowed many
to write down what they felt it
meant to be black in America
and many of the comments
incorporated pride...if nothing else was evident to those
watching the event live on
CNN, Aggie Pride was.
"I think that as a black
American, you must always
walk and talk educated and
always put your best foot forward because I think that we
already start off a step below
everyone else. I think that we
[will] always have to work
and progress towards somethingpositive," said Boone.
iReports can be viewed on
CNN's HBCU website, www.
cnn.com/HBCUTour.

Baseball vs. Gardener-Webb
War Memorial Stadium
6 p.m., FREE

Health Fair
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
7:30 p.m. FREE
Organizational Shoot-Out
Corbett Sports Center
7 p.m., FREE

Hip Hop's Renaissance
NCB Auditorium
6 p.m., FREE

Jump-Off Cookout and
HBCU Dance Competition;
Little Brother Concert
Holland Plaza

4 p.m.-7 p.m., FREE

Relationship Forum
NCB Auditorium
6:30 p.m., FREE
Leadership Day with
Admiral Thad W.Allen
Merrick Hall Auditorium

3:30 p.m., FREE

Pan-Hellenic Step Show
Chrisette Michele Concert
Corbett Sports Center
7:30 p.m., FREE

C.O.D.E.-R.E.D.
University Festival

Center City Park
7:30 p.m. FREE

(Downtown)

University Choir Concert
Harrison Auditorium
4 p.m., FREE

NAACP Spring Cleaning Drive
Memorial Student Union

-

April 21 23

10 a.m. 6 p.m.

Facebook vs.The Yard!
Hines Hall Auditorium

7:11 p.m.

From "I Like It"back in the day, to
recent hits with songs like"You
Should Be MyGirl," R&B artist

Sammie has managed to keep a
certain level offame.

A&T Gold Squad

He's seen here signing autographs
forfans in Harrison Auditorium
after the BET Wrap-lt-Up tour stop

Aggie Stadium
April 22 24

Cheerleading Tryouts

on campuslast week.
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Lesbian social group
looks for home at A&T
OUTREACH

From page 1

sic major from East Orange,
N.J., is one of the group's
leaders on campus and compares it most appropriately to a
fraternity in terms of interests,
activities, and social experiences

said Hubbard. "They're all I
have down here."
In 2004, A&T accepted the
nationally recognized LGBT
group, P.R.I.D.E., People Recognizing Individual Diversity
and Equality. Like the A&T
chapter of P.R.I.D.E., members of AGK hope that the
campus will soon accept them
as they have done similar organizations in the past.
Victoria McCluney, a junior journalism and mass
communication major from
El Paso, Texas, said that she
has attended a LGBT event at
A&T before, and although she
is not of lesbian affiliation, she
would support groups such as
AGK because of their positive
objectives.
"A difference in sexual
preference does not give me
the right to judge," said Mc-

Since she first joined the
organization, she has been to
several places, met new people, and stayed free of charge.
"People have given me a
place to stay and fed me as a
family member would," said
Coleman "If another member
came to me needing guidance
and help, I would gladly be
there to help just as others did
for me.'
Coleman is aware of the
bad perception of the LGBT
community at A&T. She has
Cluney.
experienced negative encoun"Groups like this are helpters with administrators and
ful because there are some stustudents around campus because of her lifestyle but said dents on campus who are conthat she is used to that type of fused and unsure about their
sexuality. They could use the
attention.
Through AGK, she and her guidance and comfort."
Coleman, Hubbard, and
fellow members, hope to uplift
members ofthe group are
motivate
other
lesbian
stuother
and
dents and show the public that looking forward to planning
there is more to them than just several events and meetings,
which will open to the public,
their sexuality.
a
not
just LGBT students. AlSamantha Hubbard,
though AGK is not officially
sophomore architectural engineering major from Highland established onA&T's campus,
Springs, Va., said that the best they hope to one day exist as a
part about being in the organi- recognized campus organizazation is the incredible bond tion.
"AGK is a wonderful orthat all of the members have
with one another, crediting the ganization to come to as far
group for helping her open up as homosexual education and
also if you're looking for a
mentally and socially.
family and guidance in your
I
to,
talk
more
than
used
"I
and I learned how to be more sexuality," said Coleman.
'It is a real family."
open and trust..other people,"

I ncatregister.com I Wednesday, April
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Outgoing SGA members welcome incoming peers
said Johnson, "And no matter
what anybody says just keep
God first."
Those were Johnson's finals
Miss A&T of 2008-09, Tanisha
Fordham.
words as Miss A&T that were
The two embraced each other left for Tanisha Fordham.
SGA president David Street
and Fordham was told by Johnson to open the box in her own stepped up to the podium and
announced his final words for
privacy.
a
the
"Street Administration."
also
gaveher
diary,
Johnson
entitled "The Miss A&T Diary." He emphasized on the "haters"
In this diary she is told to write as he called it for proving them
encouraging words and pass wrong and completing his task
it down to the next Miss A&T as president dutifully.
He then too, like Miss A&T
and to also keep those thoughts
written in the book only under will leave a special note for the
new president on advice for runher eyes
"You're a true woman of ning as president ofthe student
God and stay true to yourself," government.

SGA From page 1

It was now time for SGA
president of 2008-2009, Marcus Bass, to introduce the "Bass
Administration" in which he unveiled his platform, rehab.
Speaking diligently and with
confidence Bass elaborated on
the ups and downs of rehab,
by first admitting that there is
a problem and to now take on
such problems.
He stated examples on
A&T's campus that has raised
issues such as, waiting in line
for over 20 minutes in the financial aid line only to be greeted
by unfriendly faces at the front
desk.
The students were recep-

tive to his words and clapped
throughout his speech.
"Really I look forward to
the students joining the true essence ofAggie Pride, we have
platforms, we have initiates, we
have programs all need to be
implemented but it can't work
without the help of every single
Aggie," said Bass.
The president of 2008-09 is
now ready to tackle issues and
make change. With his highly
motivated team behind him as
well as his support from fellow SGA E-Board members of
2007-2008 are looking forward
to serving the student body of
A&T.

ANNIVERSARY From page 1

the
Peeping Tom
4/9/2008 at 11:30 p.m
Holland Hall
A female studentreported that on April 8th at
approximately 5:15 a.m., she awoke and found a black
male standing over her while she was sleeping. There
was no sign of forced entry to the room.The victim was
not assaulted during the incident.The case remains open
for further investigation.

Disclosed Confidential Information
4/09/2008 at 4 p.m.
An InformationTechnology staff member reported,
that confidential information of eleven students was
displayed on a website.The incident is still under investigation.

Alcohol Violation

4/11/2008 at 11:20 p.m
Aggie Suites E
It was reported that several male and female students were drinking alcohol (underage).The University
Police responded and seized the alcohol.The case was
referred to Student Affairs for evaluation. There were no
criminal charges filed.

Simple Assault
4/13/2008 at 9:21 p.m
Riverwalk Apartments
A female student reported that she was assaulted
by several other known black females, in the Riverwalk
Apt. area. The female student received minor injuries
from the attack. Charges are pending and the case was
referred to StudentAffairs.

Disorderly Conduct
4/13/2008 at 9:00 p.m.
Holland Hall

A female student reported that her ex-boyfriend
came over to her room, and started kicking on the door.
The suspect (an offcampus student) was being loud and
communicated threats to he occupants of the room. The
male was arrested without any injuries, and was given an
order to stay away from Holland Hall.
CommunicatingThreats
4/10/2008 at 9:15 a.m.
Crosby Hall
A female student reported that a male student
threatened her. There were injuries. Charges are pending.

-

Compiled by Tiffany Adams

Follow Aggie Fest online...
www.ncatregister.com

some universities are pushing to
permit guns on campus.
States such as Ohio and
South Dakota, where most of
the founders of the organization are from, are considering
whether guns should be permitted on their campus territory.
"Some people think they
need to be prepared, but I'm not
a gun person, I don't think we
should," said freshmen accounting major, Ra'Eisha Vinson.
Another student also agrees
that allowing guns on campus
wouldn't be good for A&T and
that the only people who would
even be allowed to carry it are
those who are licensed. Self-defense is one thing but guns are
another, guns end lives.
So what has America learned
with the recent shootings occurring on college campuses?
Opting to permit more guns
or hire more security, either
way both solutions do not end
the problem of demented minds
that are in need of help.

Office of the Registrar
Attention Graduating Seniors!
Spring Commencement
Saturday, May 10,2008
Greensboro Coliseum
ww.ncat.edu/~newsinfo/announcements/spring_08/Commencement_Spring_2008.pdf

Reminders
Academic Clearance
Meet with your academic advisor now to ensure that you
have met all of the academic requirements for graduation.
Financial Clearance
Access your online Aggie Student Account to ensure
financial clearance.
Academic Regalia
Order your cap and gown online at www.jostens.com
March 21—April 16, 2008
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Local news anchors speak during annual lecture series
MARCUS THOMPSON

television news, Rivera's first
job was earned simply because
the producer thought that she
Students, faculty, and prolooked like Reba Mclntyre, she
fessionals filled Crosby 215 on said.
Alan Wagmeister, news proThursday, April 10thfor the Seventh Annual Richard E. Moore ducer of WFMY-News 2, was
MemorialLecture Series.
also proud to speak on some of
While some students were his first jobs, working on shows
simply present for the sake of such as 20/20 and Primetime
extra credit, everyone listened Live.
Rivera and Wagmeister work
intently as the "2 Wants To
Know" investigative team-proas a close team even though
vided tips about the televisiontelevision news professionals
news business and shared their typically work as a "one-man
own personal experiences.
band." The coordination of the
Tanya Rivera, anchor and presentation made the duo's colreporter for WFMY-News 2, laborative chemistry obvious.
started the evening lecture with
Rivera stated how the peran account ofher first years out fectionist approach and selfofcollege. A 13-year veteran in criticism are vital to make it in
Contributor

the T.V. newsroom
"Develop a thick skin and
wrap it around you," Wagmeister said, adding to Rivera's comment. "Ask yourself what can I
do to make this better."
The team also advised the
audience on the appropriate approach to obtaining story ideas
and facts. They made it clear
that new story ideas can be
found anywhere.
"There is really no original
story idea," Rivera said. "It
is ok to steal things as long as
you steal them and make them
yours, but don't steal them, steal

going to tell you," Wagmeister
said.
"Research is also important
because you want to ask the
questions you already know the
answers to and you need to know
who to interview," he said.
Rivera also added that no
question is a stupid question if
you honestly don't know.
"You never want to ask a
question that has a 'yes' or 'no'
answer. You have to make sure
that you ask the questions that
get you the answers you need
for a story."

them."

team

"We answer every phone
call, every e-mail 'cause you
never know what somebody is

ty area,

They also stressed the importance of building good rapport,
especially among city officials.
The Guilford County Police allowed us to get footage on the
operation because they trusted
us, Wagmeister said.
In closing their presentation,
Wagmeister advised students
about working under contracts
and about the importance ofthe
Freedom ofInformation Act.
"Anything you do or create is
owned by the station you work
for," he said.
Rivera also advised the
audience to approach things
delicately. When interviewing,
think about what the viewer
wants, look the part of the job,

The "2 Wants To Know"

also showed clips oftheir
"Apartment X" series, a sting
operation to capture sexual
predators in the Guilford Coun-

and be careful about what personal information is put online
about yourself.
After students posed questions to the guest speakers, Mrs.
Gail Wiggins, program coordinator, thanked Rivera and Wagmeisterand presented them with
gifts.
Dr. Humphrey Regis, chairperson of the department of
Journalismand Mass Communication, also shared his thoughts
on the presentation and thanked
the presenters. Students wasted
no time leaving at the presentation's end but everyone should
have left with valuable knowledge.
Next year's lecture series
should have equal success.

Students get lessons in stress relief before exam season

Counseling service held a
three session seminar called
"Help! Getting Ready for Finals," and tried to give insight
on how students can relieve
stress, stop procrastination and
eat healthy and the school year
comes to an end and finals get

room, students lined up to sign
a blue form that proved their attendance either for extra credit
in their classes or for the free
food.
The first session was on time
management. Counseling services intern Tanikia Walker described time management simply as self-management. Having
the ability to study verses partying was the topic of lesson one
which was determining priorities.
Assignments that are due first
should be done before starting
any other assignments. Walker
reminded the morning attendees
that their GPA was their salary
negotiator and that sacrifices
have to be made to have an adequate amount of time needed

underway.

to retain information studied.

As the smell of doughnuts
filled the air in Stallings Ball-

One of A&T's counselors
from counseling services corn-

MIA HOWARD
Contributor

Procrastination and poor diets coupled with projects, graduation anxiety and homesickness
can be a terrible combination
come exam time.
As usual, many students experience symptoms of stress
during this time of year leading
to cramming, poor time management and not achieve set
goals.

mented, "For every credit hour
taken, there should be three
hours of studying."
Students were encouraged to
look over their notes and prepare for upcoming assignments
and finals.
Walker suggested that working on assignments in advance
can reduce unwanted stress. She
spoke on overcoming procrastination by developing a "To-Do"
list and organizing your time.
Daily timesheets were passed
out that had time ranging from
7 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Among other useful times
was to make time for yourself
on the weekends to rest by completing all homework and studying during the week.
On a final note from Walker
she added, "Think about how
you are going to study, where
you are going to study and how

long you are going to study."

Later, two graduate students
from A&T's Foods and Nutritional Science department presented, "Eating your way into
an A." Melonee Brunson and
Edward James spoke with the
late morning audience about
what it means to have a balanced diet.
"The five key ways to bal-

anced diet are to eat adequately
yet moderately with a variety of
foods everyday," James emphasized. A helpful way to do this
is to follow the food pyramid,"
he suggested.
Brunson said to "pack snacks
your
backpack to reduce the
in
calories offered at nearby food
services." James told the audience that, "Students who eat
balanced breakfast perform bet-

seminar spoke specifically on
stress. It was called, "Relax, Relate, Release", presented by two
counseling services counselors.
This session was opened by
asking the audience to connect
six dots, with three in a row,
without leaving your hand from
the paper.
As student grew frustrated
with this exercise, counselors
reminded them to think out side

of stress. The audience was give
small paper persons and instructed to write how their body
feels when they are stressed.
This helped them to understand how stress can affect your
body not only mentally but
physically with muscle tension,
headaches and fatigue. The afternoon audience was enlightened ofhow-to get back in sync

of the box.

One counselor said, "We are
made up of a spiritual, physical, emotional and mental state.
If one of these states is feeling
under the weather it could affect
another state which can affect
all states of yourself."
This seminar was held at an
opportune time for students. It
motivated many students to stay
focused and reduce stress in
order to finish,this, school year
,, au
successfully.

They explained the difference between good stress and
bad stress. Bad stress is stress
that lasts for long periods of
time. Some of the main causes
of stress mentioned were unrealistic expectations, social pressure, jobs, test, lack of money,
loneliness and parental expectations

As college students, there

ter in school."

The last session ofthis stress

may be more thanjustone cause
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Get a head start on your career!
THE A&T REGISTER is looking for talented, dynamic individuals
to help take our newspaper to the next level in a constantly
evolving industry.
Get real experience working for a real business,
making real money without even leaving campus and
watch your portfolio grow in the process.

DROP DY THE NEWSROOM
AND GET AN APPLICATION TODAY!
NEW CLASSROOM BUILDING 328
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Writers
Columnists
Photographers

Cartoonists
Graphic Designers
Web Designers
Reporters
Copy Editors
Marketing Team
Account Executives
Office Assistants

Editorial Assistants
Interns

with themselves.
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Merger creates world's biggest airline carrier
Delta and Northwest directors sign off on airlines'combination
HARRYR.WEBER
Associated Press

ATLANTA (AP) — Delta Air
Lines Inc. and Northwest Airlines Corp., squeezed by record
high fuel prices and a slowing
economy, are combining in a
stock-swap deal that would create the world's biggest carrier.
The boards of both companies gave the deal the go-ahead
Monday.
The announcement could
spur other airline combinations.
The most likely scenario that
has been talked about is a potential deal between United and
Continental airlines.
Under the terms ofthe Delta
transaction, Northwest shareholders will receive 1.25 Delta
shares for each Northwest share
they own. The exchange ratio
represents a premium to Northwest shareholders of 16.8 percent based on Monday's closing
stock prices.
That currently values Northwest at almost $3.63 billion
based on 277 million Northwest
shares that the companies said
are outstanding.
Delta said the combined airline, which will be called Delta,
will have an enterprise value of
$17.7 billion, which includes
the combined market values of
the two companies and combined net debt. It will be based
in Atlanta, and Delta CEO
Richard Anderson will head the
combined company.
Delta Chairman Daniel
Carp will become chairman of
the new board of directors and
Northwest Chairman Roy Bostock will become vice chair-

man. Delta President and Chief
Financial Officer Ed Bastian
will retain his titles.
The new board will be made
up of 13 members, seven of
whom will come from Delta's
board, including Anderson, and
five of whom will come from
Northwest's board, including
Bostock and Doug Steenland,
the current Northwest CEO.
One director will come from the
Air Line Pilots Association, the
union that represents pilotsfrom
both carriers. Anderson told reporters on a conference call it
will be a Delta pilot holding the
voting seat.
"We are confident the transaction will go forward and be
approved," Steenland said.
There will be an unspecified
number of job cuts or transfers
through the consolidation of
overlapping corporate and administrative functions, Delta
said.
The two airlines employ
more than 80,000 people combined. The company expects no
involuntary furloughs of frontline employees and said the
existing pension plans for both
companies' employees will be
protected.
Delta doesn't plan to close
any ofthe two airlines' hubs.
Delta also said that it has
agreed with its pilot leadership
to extend its existing collective
bargaining agreement through
the end of 2012. The agreement,
which is subject to pilot ratification, will allow the combined
company to realize the revenue
synergies of the transaction,
,D©lta-said. ,It also provides the
Delta pilots a 3.5 percent equity

stake in the new company and
other enhancements to their current contract.
The agreement does not cover Northwest pilots.
Delta said it will use its best
efforts to reach a combined Delta-Northwest pilot agreement,
including resolution ofpilot seniority integration, prior to the
closing of the merger.
U.S.-based non-pilot employees of both companies will
get a 4 percent equity stake in
the new airline when the deal
closes, Delta said.
Northwest pilots and the
union representing most of
Northwest's ground workers
immediately announced they
would fight the combination.
Dave Stevens, chairman of
the Northwest branch ofthe Air
Line Pilots Association, said in
a prepared statement, "The risk
to Northwest Airlines and to the
Northwest pilot group from letting this merger proceed, as it
is now structured, is simply too

don't see a fight here. We see a
cooperative relationship with
the Northwest pilots to bring
everybody to parity as soon as
possible."
The two pilots unions were
unable to agree on integrating
seniority lists before the combination was announced. A joint
contract they had reached was
never consummated.
The announcement comes
a year after the two carriers
emerged from Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. Both carriers
are losing money again but are
in much better shape than the
four much-smaller airlines that
have filed for bankruptcy or
gone out of business in recent
weeks
The deal will need antitrust
approval, and integrating the
work forces of fully unionized
Northwest and Delta, where pilots are currently the only major
unionized work group, will be
tricky.
The joining ofAtlanta-based
great."
Delta and Eagan, Minn.-based
Northwest didn't consult Northwest, if approved by reguwith the union that represents lators and shareholders of both
its baggage handlers, ramp companies, will result in comworkers and ticket agents, said bined annual revenue of $31.7
Joseph Tiberi, a spokesman for billion, vaulting it ahead of
the International Association Fort Worth, Texas-based AMR
of Machinists and Aerospace Corp.'s American Airlines for
Workers.
the top spot in the U.S.
"If the airline wanted the
It would be the biggest carsupport oftheir employees they rier in the world in terms oftrafshould have brought us in and fic, before any further domestic
discussed it with us earlier," he capacity cuts and any divestitures that might be required by
said.
Lee Moak, head of Delta's antitrust regulators.
The agreement comes afpilots union, said Delta hopes
cooler heads will prevail.
ter several months of merger
"It takes two to fight," Moak discussions between Delta and
told The Associated Press. "We Northwest and at one time be-

immediately sought to quiet
those suggestions, telling Delta's pilots union chairman the
morning his appointment was
announced that he believed in
Delta's standalone plan and
that "he was not coming in as
CEO to facilitate a merger with
Northwest."
But eight months later, that's
synergies
Years of mounting losses what Anderson is doing, and
forced Delta and Northwest to many analysts believe he didn't
file for bankruptcy protection have a choice amid plummeting
in New York on Sept. 14, 2005. airline market values and soarBoth emerged from bankruptcy ing fuel prices.
Wall Street and some airline
as leaner carriers last spring,
after shedding billions in costs executives have pushed for consolidation for years, arguing that
during their reorganizations.
While in bankruptcy, Delta too many seats are chasing too
fended off a hostile takeover bid few passengers. The resulting
by Tempe, Ariz.-based US Airdiscounting has made ithard for
airlines to cover their expenses.
ways Group Inc.
However, Northwest and
Delta said its plan to remain
on its own would create more Delta overlap relatively little in
value than US Airways' $9.8 the U.S. — which could actually
billion bid, which Delta argued help them gain antitrust approvwould not pass regulatory hural. Delta's routes are strongest
dles. The value argument never in the eastern U.S. and to Latin
materialized, as Delta's postAmerica and Europe. Northwest
emergence market capitaliza- would complement that with its
tion started out $1 billion less near-lock in the Midwest along
than US Airways' bid and less with flights to its Tokyo hub and
than the $9.4 billion to $12 bil- other points in Asia.
Northwest's Asian routes
lion Delta projected. Its market
value has fallen precipitously in have been one of its main apthe months since amid airline peals to other carriers. It and
industry woes, including high United are the only two U.S.
carriers with the rights to pick
fuel prices and a general inability to gain traction raising ticket up new passengers in Japan and
fly them farther into Asia. Delta
prices.
Many analysts predicted and Northwest also complean eventual Delta-Northwest ment each other internationally
merger after Anderson, a former because they are both part of a
Northwest CEO, was named last marketing alliance that includes
August to be the chief executive Air France-KLM.
AP Business Writer Joshua
officer ofDelta.
Anderson, who was NorthFreed in Minneapolis contribwest's CEO from 2001 to 2004, uted to this report.
tween Delta and Chicago-based
UAL Corp.'s United Airlines.
Analysts believe a Delta-Northwest combination will stand up
better to regulatory scrutiny because the two carriers have less
overlap, even though a DeltaUnited combination could create more scale and have greater
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The Democrips and Rebloodicans
of the term

KENTAVIUS WHITT
Contributor

The same thesaurus gives
synonyms such as: a band, company, crew, outfit, party, squad,
team, or clique.
I can not believe the masters
of freedom, the admonishers of
the great British Monarchy have
pigeonholed the American public into believing that two parties encompass the visions and
passions of approximately 250

Wow is what you may be
saying to yourselves.
They did not title this article
what I think they did. This is
exactly the effect we wanted
our audience to receive in order
to affirm a few points of interest that should give you a background to choose your political
affiliation for this upcoming
election.

million citizens.
With no representation and

The gang reference in our
title simply illustrates the gang
atmosphere exuded by the twoparty system here in the U.S.
The Merriam-Webster Thesaurus defines a gang as a group
ofpeople working together on a
task, and or a group of people
sharing a common interest and
relating together socially.
This does not resemble the
definition that typically accompanies what we consider a gang.
However you have learned to
define the term gang, listed
above is the technical definition,
but the synonyms to the word
are what yield a clearer picture

the wealth distribution being
300,000 wealthy and 240 million poor, how can the citizens
cope with their chosen fates?
Do we select a party based on
the lesser of two evils, and if so
do we know enough about the
lesser choice?
If we know more about the
economic choices of the past,
present, and future would we be
so easily persuaded or would we
demand more from a country
that was created by the people
for the people.
Before we give you the national rundown on where the
American political party sys-

tern started and has morphed
into, let us examine the obvious
black affiliations to the modem
day parties: The Democrats and
Republicans or as we refer to
them as the Democrips and Rebloodicans.
The official abolishment of
slavery, the 13th Amendment,
was passed by the Senate on
April 8, 1864 and the House on
January 31, 1865.
Three years later the 14th
Amendment extended liberties
and rights granted by the Bill
of Rights to former slaves and
was passed by Congress June
13, 1866, and ratified July 9,
1868. The last cornerstone to
humanity was the right to vote
for representation or the 15th
Amendment, and was passed
by Congress February 26, 1869,
andratified February 3, 1870.
As we gained this new fantasy referred to as freedom from
bondage, we matriculated into
the economic brain shackles
of modem day. If you were
a Black American in the late
1800's there is no doubt you
would align with Republican

The

BRYAN
MS in

Accounting

Creating Leaders Among Accounting Professionals

They too were defeated by
gangs, and were subof
America's
Even if they did not advocate forth to induce stimulation
to
the
jected
policy adoption
i.e.the
Bush
Stimthe economy,
the eradication of slavery iniand
faded
eventually
nonprocess
did
have
a
ulus
Plan.
tially, the party
On the other had, prior to the out ofexistence with a littlehelp
spread stance of the institution
into slavery stricken states. And mid 1930's the father of Classi- from those stronger parties.
This article is to enlighten
who do you think had agenda's cal Economics, Adam Smith bestudents
and whosoever reads
lieved
that
rational
selfinterest
against Black American's prosthis literature on the metamorand competition led to prosperperity, the Democrats, especialphosis of political posses that
ity and economic well being.
ly the Southern Democrats.
If you have ever read have formed and shaped the naAs we move through time
"Wealth
of Nations" or heard tion into what we now know for
into the Great Depression and
President Franklin Roosevelt's of the invisible hand, this is the red tape, filibustering, and
the school of thought provoked illegitimate civil service of curNew Deal Plan, blacks seemingly gravitated towards this my Mr. Smith and it revolves rent day political leadership.
Below you'll see an adaround entrepreneurship and
reparation plan being admindendum
with the progression
systems.
would
free
market
seemingly
istered, and
The Adam Smith approach of American politics and parlove the post World War II plan
is the position taken by modern ties since 1860 and how they
to gain the support of the workrepublicans, and the Keynesian have switched agendas with the
ing class, which blacks were.
post-war
politics school of thought is the stance times
The
We encourage you to be
ofDemocrats.
mindsets
ofblacks
switched the
Being that we live in the an individual, not a part of a
due to the Democrats growing
interest and involvement in the land of the free and home of movement started for agenda's
civil rights movement. Now as the brave, we thought we would unknown. The only thing we
you see we have been involved sprinkle some background in- do know, a political party can
formation about these gangs to not compensate for your voice.
in both parties politically, seemingly because ofaffiliations and further illustrate their differenc- Please read, and re-read this ares and strengthen our question: ticle and become familiar with
agendas pin pointed by candidates and party leaders.
" Why are you affiliated with a Adam Smith, John Keynes and
lesser of two evils".
the gangs in which we have so
could
this
be
though?
How
As a whole, the candidates easily positioned our hopes and
Why do we still not know why
we prefer these two parties ecocaravan around promising eco- future dreams.
Without this knowledge polinomic prosperity for the connomically?
Have any of you heard of stituents of this great nation. ticians will continue to be imAdam Smith or John Maynard Even if elected, they will need moral and agenda warriors for
Keynes? Well Adam Smith is support of the congress to get those with fertile pockets and
a thimble of change initiated. greedy hearts.
the father ofClassical EconomPlease take the time to eduics and John Maynard Keynes How do we fight a battle with
elevate, and levitate your
cate,
Ecothat
are
paid
politicians
the
sultan
of
Keynesian
high
is
nomics. Why does this matter aligned with political machines political savvy in the months
and how can you relate this to and paid off by the corporations to come in order to select qualcurrent circumstances.
thatkeep everyone in free enter- ity leadership. Demand what is
by birthright yours and for the
prise
bondage?
Well for one, we the nataken: A high quality oflife and
This concerns us and throughtion ofthe people, adopted as a
leadership to ensure your values
whole the Keynesian Economic out history has concerned sevschool of thought around the eral interest groups, such as the are being administered.
mid 1930's. This gave way to Progressive Party and the Popu"
a stronger central government lism Party./"
agenda's
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REPUBLICANS
Pro business, promised to end Korean War
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DEMOCRATS
Civil rights charge, reproductive rights

REPUBLICANS
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Friend bids farewell to a fallen Aggie
ARIESBRINSON
Contributor

He was my friend. I would
open the front door and sitright
beside him nearly everyday.
I could always count on him
to smile bright enough to bring
light to the gloomiest of days.
He always smiled. He was important to me especially because
this was one of those years everyday seemed gloomy. He wad
my friend. He would look over
grin, and say there's my girl. I
knew I would see you sometime
today.
He was he the sweetest
friend, personable, charming,

handsome and wise. I had finally met someone who could
out talk me and I never enjoyed
listening more.
I learned about the wife he
adored, his military service in
Germany, where I was bom, the
son he lost, and the daughters
and grandchildren that made
him proud. I learned that he
loved the water, he loved his
dogs, and that he had working
hands. I would laugh as he told
me stories about his job laying
carpet. Once there was even
a flood, too funny. We always
talked
He would always ask about
my beat up, 94 BMW Beulah,

especially since he knew it liked
to act up. He always dropped
me off at the yield sign on Sul-

do any more than live life to the I stood in the door sobbing.
suffered very few losses, they
Even before I was sure, I were all family and friends, but
fullest. I took him for granted.
The week he passed, I decid- knew in my heart it was him. " for some reason, none of them
livan,
ed I was gaining some weight that was my friend," I told her.
have hit me as close to home as
My stop was special because, and getting lazy so I decided to
I refused to get on another him.
if it were not for our friendship, walk. I never got the chance to shuttle. That Friday, as I was
Even today I am plagued by
it would not exist. I noticed that share this theory or logic with driving, I caught a glimpse of memories and the fact that no
his shuttle. I sped up and caught matter how alive and jovial, the
everyone loved him. No one got Mr. Ray. I knew that when I reon the shuttle without acknowlturned to being lazy and fat, he up so I could confirm the truth. saying holds true, "here today,
edging him. We treasured him. would be there to pick m up.
Finally I was beside it, looked gone tomorrow".
When we got the new shuttle, I
I miss him terribly and still
On Monday I began to walk up and found a young unialways made an effort to look and I felt pretty good about the formed man at the wheel. My struggle in disbelief that I will
out for him and keep him comground I was covering. After a heart broke. In two days that I never se him again. I never
pany
long walk from work to class, walked I lost him.
knew how much my friend
He was faithful and he was then home, I walked into my
The funeral was hard for me. meant to me until, suddenly, unalways there to pick me up, rain apartment and heard the words Before the service, I made what expectedly, prematurely, he was
or shine. More than pick me up. "The man who drives the shuttle seemed like the longest walk gone.
He lifted my spirits and reminddied.: What A Pain! Agonizing ever to his coffin. I touched his
Rest in Peace Mr. Rayfield
ed me that I was too young to pain and horror overtook me as hand and said goodbye. I have Smith

Breaking into the music business
PAUL MCGREGOR
Contributor

As an aspiring music industry executive, I cannot stress
enough the importance of net-

working.

the experience
Our day started with an interactive lecture on building wealth
and investing in our futures. The
next step on our journey was an
eye-opening forum on understanding media operations.
Some panelists for this event
were Kyle Santillian from 102
Jamz, Bonsu Thompson from
XXL Magazine, Elle Castro
from Premier Radio Networks,
Dove from Allhiphop.com, and
Chris Washington from Capitol

It is critical for us students to
establish relationships with the
people who do what we want to
do on a daily basis. These same
people may help us land our
dream jobs!
With this in mind, I jumped
on the opportunity to attend the Records.
third annual "Break Into the
Immediately after the forum,
I was taken on a tour ofNCCU's
Music Conference" Wednesday, April 9th on the campus of radio stations and introduced to
NCCU.
the woman responsible for the
I mean, what better way to entire music conference. Almeet and converse with some though I caused uproar in the
of the music and media indus- office when I mentioned A&T
try's elite than at a music con- (Aggie Pride!), everyone was
ference? The conference was welcoming and respectful.
a FREE one-day event that inFollowing the forums and
cluded workshops, forums, a the tour was the career fair
career fair, and concert. I knew I where reps from several music
could not go alone, so I brought and media companies were acfellow Aggies Charles P. Taylor cepting resumes and talking to
and Brandon Mosley along for students about internship and

theWORD section of
The A&T Register
is your chance to be heard.
Tell us and the Aggie
community what you think by
e-mailing youropinions to
editor@ncatregister.com

employment opportunities
Later that night was the concert where we got a chance to
witness some popular local acts.
Oneperformer who really stood
out was soloartist, Kas Da God,
with his song "Heavy Metal Hip
Hop."

By far, the most entertaining
part of the evening was when he
hit the stage with his mohawk
and his dance screaming "Pour
some sugar on me!"
The entire audience went
hysterical. The main act was
Raleigh-Durham hip hop group
Inflowential. Their unique style
is sure to land them recognition
as on of NC's hottest hip hop
acts today.
Overall, the experience was
well worth the trip to our rival
campus, NCCU. All throughout
the day, we were amongst some
key figures in the music industry and were exposed insightful
information.

Eventually, the relationships
we formed will develop into
life-long friendships.

Debate over hair styles is still being decided
Women and men are both part of the ongoing follicle fued
ASHLEY MCDONALD

Black College Wire

Each morning at the start of
the day, two women prepare to
perform their daily beauty rituals.

One woman reaches in her
drawer and pulls out her flat
iron to smooth out her chemically-straightened tresses. The
smell of oil and burning hair
rises to the ceiling. Once done
straightening, a cloud of oil
sheen surrounds her head. The
fog clears and after 30 minutes
in the mirror, her hair is finally
presentable.
ImageJust down the street,
the other woman stares into
her bathroom mirror. She does
not have a bone straight mane
resting on her head. Instead she
reaches for her afro pick, detangles her tight coils, applies
some natural oils to her kinky
mane, ties her headband securely and marvels in the beauty of
her natural texture.
When it comes to AfricanAmerican women, hair can be
a touchy subject. Some women
cling tightly to the implications
that surround having long silky
hair, while other women choose
to display what nature placed on
their heads.
Black women have long tried
to "correct" the natural texture
of their hair by applying chemicals to permanently straighten
their hair. A change in recent
style has created a different
breed of woman. Whether you
call it nappy, kinky or textured,
natural hair is on the rise among
African Americans.
Celebrities like Jill Scott,
Erykah Badu, and India.Arie
have helped put natural hair
back in the spotlight.
The Tennessee State bookstore recently began carrying
a line of beauty products that

'natural heads' have been buzzing about.
For 15 years, Carol's Daughter has provided a natural line of
products for the hair and body.
Some students look at the price
tags on the bottles that range
from approximately $10 to $30
and are taken aback at the higher price, but Treece believes that
you get what you pay for.
"Those that are familiar
with the product understand the
price point," bookstore manager Treece said. "This really
is a high quality product and
Carol's Daughter is intentional
about their display and marketing. We're fortunate to form this
relationship with the company."
Treece said he remembers

a day when students were ridiculed for going natural and
quality products like Carol's
Daughter were not available.
Now he said he believes that
natural hair is making its move
into the mainstream.
"With the right products and
the right beautician, natural hair
is more manageable," Treece
said.
While some have successfully gone natural, others have
started the journey only to return to the comfort of a relaxer.
Brandy Rogers, a Tennessee
State sophomore electrical engineering major from Clarksville
Tenn., has selected the natural
option two times. She first decided to go natural during her
high school senior year.
"I was looking through some
pictures and I noticed how bad
my hair looked," Rogers said
about her relaxed hair. "I like
the look of my natural hair when
I was a child and I wanted that
look again."
Rogers said she opted to relax her hair for her high school
graduation at her grandmother's request. After six months,

Rogers cut her relaxed hair off
again and returned to her natural
roots.

"my grandmother and my
both died of cancer," Rogers said. "They were beautiful
women with and without their
hair."
Students like Tai Clark feel
it's something that you have to
grow into.
aunt

"It's something that comes
with time," said Clark, a freshman biology major from Nashville. "I haven't matured enough
yet. I may consider it one day."
Treece agrees and believes
that choosing to wear your natural hair is not just about getting
rid of the chemicals. It's about
an awareness of self. Self-confidence is crucial
"Follow your heart," Rogers
said, advising others that want

to make the transition. "No one
but you has control. If you think
that you are confident enough to
do it then do it."
Typically, when we think of
going natural or anything concerning hair, we think of women. But men are also making the
choice to show their roots.
Men typically keep their hair
cut into shorter styles. With the
endless array of braided styles
and the popularity oflocks, men
are saying no to the clippers.
Justin Jenkins, a freshman
psychology major from Atlanta,
and Corterrius Pittman, a freshman biology major from Memphis, said they have have been
growing their shoulder-length
and beyond hair for five years
now.

Jenkins wears his hair in
locks that extend down his back
while Pittman's shoulder-length
hair is styled in two strand twists
and flat twists.
"I didn't like haircuts," Jenkins said. "It cost too much

money."

Pittman also admitted that he
wasn't afan ofthe clippers.
Blacks have been pinned with
several negative stereotypes.
In the 1960s and 1970s, natural hair, and the afro in particular, were almost synonymous
with the black pride movement.
The afro became a sign ofblack
beauty. With the racial tension
inherent to the era, mainstream
America viewed the afro in a
negative light and attached unfavorable connotations to the
natural style.
"People think that I am unintelligent," Pittman said. "But
once I open my mouth they see
that I am very intelligent. People sometimes think that I am
in a gang, but you can't judge a
book by its cover."
Locks also carry negative
stereotypes. Though locks date
back to ancient Egypt, they have
become almost synonymous
with Rastafarianism. Stereotypes associated with the "Rastas" include smoking marijuana
and militant attitudes.
Jenkins said that because of
his choice to wear locks, he has
been the victim of these stereotypes.

"People think that I smoke
weed and listen to Bob Marley,"
Jenkins said.
In college, especially at historically black institutions, the
choice to be natural is not necessarily an issue.
"People don't think twice
about it," said Gabrielle Jackson, a junior psychology major
from Mobile, Ala.
But when students leave
college and enter the workforce, employers may not see
the beauty of natural hair. Lora
J. Springer, the assistant director of the Career Development
Center, said that natural hair
could be an issue.

"It depends on the culture
of the organization," Springer
said. More conservative companies may frown on natural hair
because of the stereotypes that
surround it.

According to Springer, some
companies may begin to crack
down on smaller offenses in
order to weed out a person because of their choice of hairstyle. A company cannot legally
fire a person based on their hair
alone.
but if a company is more
conservative, naturals must
make sure that they do not give
their employers other ammunition to use against them. Many
employers will not be that strict,
but it pays to know what you are
dealing with in advance.
Springer suggests checking
a company's website for photos
or paying a visit to the company
to see how the company visually represents itselfby the people
that are employed. It also pays
to know the company's policies
regarding grooming and appearance.
"As long as the hair is wellgroomed, it should be acceptable, but don't be surprised if
you don't get the job," advised

Springer about ultra-conservative companies.
conservative
Apparently,
America is not the only nation
that frowns on natural styles.
In Barbados, where 90 percent of the population is black,
Sen. Damien Griffin was ridiculed recently for wearing his
neatly groomed cornrows while
he appeared in parliament.
A career in politics does
provide a conservative environment, and the opinions on his
choice of hairstyle have been
scattered.
But Griffin has insisted that
he will not be cutting his hair.
For anyone who is thinking

about transitioning from the relaxer into the realm of nappturality, there are several resources
available. Motowngirl.com is
one of the leading Web sites for
those seeking insight into the
realm of the au naturale.
Motowngirl.com was started
when Alisha Cole, owner and
webmistress, began documenting the progress of her own
journey from relaxed to natural.
"At the time, there were no
other sites on the web that dealt

with natural hair," said Cole,
who started the site in 2000.
"As time went on, I would get
the same type of questions for
different people.
"So instead of typing the
same question over and over
again, I would create new sections of my site," Cole continued. It justkept growing, and it
continues to grow."
Cole's own transition took
place when she was in college
and her parents stopped giving
her money to continue what
used to be her biweekly visits to
the salon. She said she attempted
to go natural twice, but was not
able to succeed until she began
documenting her journey via
her Web site. After 14 months,
her transition was complete.
Currently,
Motowngirl.
com has approximately 55,000
unique visitors and 1.4 million
page views each month.
"I do very well with my site

combining advertising, affiliate
programs, consultations, t-shirt
sales and donations," Cole said.

"College life in general affects it," Treece said, about
one's perception of natural hair.
"It's more than just hair.
"A lot of times when peo-

ple decide to go natural, they
also make other life changes,"
Treece continued. "So going
natural could be a part of a lifestyle change."
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RUNDOWN
SOFTBALL
TEAM

MEAC

Northern Division

OVR.

21-12
17-17
10-11
10-12
7-23
0-22

Hampton

Delaware State
Morgan State
Howard
MD Eastern-Shore
Coppin State
Southern Division
Bethune-Cookman
North Carolina A&T
Norfolk State
South Carolina State
Florida A&M

5-1

2-7
1-5

16-30
22-12
14-22
6-21
11-32

THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday & Sunday
vs. Bethune-Cookman
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Saturday: 1 p.m. (Doubleheader)
Sunday: Noon

Aggies earn first road win
MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
Sports Editor
It has been a season of
streaks for the Aggies on the
diamond.
Unfortunately for the blueand-gold, the streaks have not
been friendly, especially on the
road.
The Aggies dropped five
straight on the road. Three in
a row versus the MEAC Con-

Wildcats.
The last two were played
in the Queen City against the

MEAC

OVR

9-0
6-2
6-5
4-4
3-5
3-6
0-9

22-13
11-20
14-21
5-28
10-15
13-13
2-35

Bethune-Cookman
Delaware State
North Carolina A&T
MD Eastern-Shore
Florida A&M
Norfolk State
Coppin State

16,2008

ference leading and defending
champion Bethune-Cookman

BASEBALL
TEAM

I Wednesday, April

THISWEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday & Sunday
vs. Bethune-Cookman
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Saturday: 1 p.m. (Doubleheader)
Sunday: Noon

match on April 8. The 49ers
barely escaped the Aggies
grasp with an 8-7 victory.

Senior designated hitter Jeremy Jones led the way with
three runs.
Senior leftfielder Joe Mclntrye, Senior shortstop Nick

Mayo, and sophomore centerfielder C.J. Beatty each con-

tributed to the scoreboard.
Charlotte left no hopes of
another close game for A&T
as they dominated for the .first
seven innings on a 6-0 run before a 7-1 victory.

"We're still trying to find out

what works for us," said Head
Coach Keith Shumate.
The Aggies tough scedule got
tougher the next day as they

No.26 Associated Press ranked
UNC-Charlotte 49ers.
The first game of the series
was a continuation of a game faced the No.4 North Carolina
that was played into the sevTar Heels in Cary, N.C.
"We play a tough schedule
enth inning on March 19th at
War Memorial Stadium, but because we play in a tough
was forced to stop because of conference," said Head Coach
rain
Keith Shumate earlier in the
The two teams continued the

season."

SPORTS

NBA PLAYOFFS
Pau Gasol had 22 points, leading MVP candidate Kobe Bryant added 20, and the Lakers
beat the Sacramento Kings
124-101 to clinch the No. 1
seed in the West and homecourt advantage throughout
the conference playoffs.
NBA DRAFT
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP)— Memphis freshman Derrick Rose
announced he was jumping
to the NBA Tuesday, the
same day coach John Calipari agreed in principle to
a contract extension with
the school. Rose capped
his spectacular first season
by leading Memphis to the
national championship game,
where they lost to Kansas in
overtime.

NBA DRAFT

—

After
putting together one of the
best freshman seasons ever,
Michael Beasley is headed
to the NBA. Kansas State's
All-American freshman announced Monday that he will
skip his final three seasons to
enter the June 26 NBA draft,
where he could be the No. 1
overall pick.
MANHATTAN,Kan. (AP)

PACMAN
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Suspended Tennessee Titans
cornerback Pacman Jones
said Tuesday he's delayed
filing for reinstatement with
the NFL until a possible trade
is worked out. Jones told the
Michael Irvin Show on ESPN
Radio that he had planned
to seek reinstatement but
changed his mind for now.

—

The Associated Press

two 6-2.

The Aggies chose to get their
first win at an ideal moment in
the season as the blue-and-gold
have 11 of their last 15 games
on the road.

They willface Gardner-Webb
today at 6 p.m. at War Memorial Stadium on Wednesday.

The Aggies tennis team finished the season 0-4 in the
MEAC and 5-15 overall. That
is two more than they won last
season, but it was not enough
to qualify for though 8-Team

lbs? I w wmf

BASEBALL
NEW YORK— Baseball celebrates Jackie Robinson Day,
marking the 61st anniversary
of the end of the game's racial
barrier. Rachel Robinson, wife
of the Dodger great, attends
a ceremony at the Mets' new
stadium, where a rotunda is
named in her husband's honor.

Shore in Princess Anne, Md.
The blue-and-gold ran the
table on the team that falls
right behind them at fourth in
the conference standings, winning game one 10-7 and game

MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
Sports Editor

(Doubleheader)

THE MASTERS
Trevor Immelman is keeping
busy: a green jacket at the
Masters, a trip to the Boston
Celtics' locker room, a view
from the top of the Empire
State Building.The visit
with Kevin Garnett and Paul
Pierce left an impression on
the South African champ. "It's
pretty incredible that human
beings are that damn big."

5-0 shutout.
The Aggies fortune changed
on Sunday at Hawks Stadium
versus
Maryland Eastern-

Tennis ends season on strong note

Tuesday
vs. Appalachain State
Boone, N.C.

3:30 p.m.

The Aggies unexpectedly
played the Tar Heels to the
sixth inning before either team
scored a single run.
Carolina proceeded to put the
game out of arms reach late
with one run in the sixth inning
and four scores in the bottom
ofthe seventh on their way to a

MEAC Tournament.
"We improved this season,"

said Head Coach Andy Smith.
"What we must do now is continue to work hard. Our young
ladies must come in this summer and work hard to improve
their games. If we continue to
work hard I think we can have
PHOTO BY MICHAEL SIMMONS

DESTINY WILLIAMSand the tennisteam stretched and reached new heights this season,
buthope to improve on next season by qualifying for the8-team MEACTournament.

Football
takes first
step to
first win
DANIEL HENDERSON
Register Reporter
Five months after a disappointing season, the blue and
gold strapped up in their annual spring game in hopes of
getting their first victory in
three years.
They host seven home
games are the most since the
opening ofAggie Stadium in
1981.
"With the kids we got coming in we hope things will
fall in place for us," said
head coach Lee Fobbs after
the scrimmage.
This was in reference to

the 27 players signed this
off-season.
Freshman Nigel Tomlin
had multiple highlights.
"We always knew Nigel
had the tools to help this
football team, but he really
started to show it today and
throughout the whole spring,
really," said Fobbs.
Juniorcollege transfer Carlton Fears stood out after
throwing two touchdowns.
"Carlton Fears had a good
day," said Fobbs. Without
looking at film, he did some
great things."
Defensively, the blue death
forced multiple turnovers,
but only managed to capitalize on a few.
"I thought we did a good
job versus the run. One of
things you want to see is if
you can put pressure on the
quarterback without having
to blitz," said Fobbs. "So
we're excited about some of
the things we may be able to
do against the opponents' offense this season."

a dynamic team next year and
a dynamic program going forward."

PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • (AFFILIATION)
THE AGGIE BASEBALL TEAM have theireyes set firmly on winning theMEAC division titlethis
season as they currently sit in thirdplace behind Bethune-Cookman andDelaware State.

2 much 2 move?
Downtown

Storage
610 S. Eugene St.
Greensboro

(336)272-2635
Student Discount!
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Lady Aggies'hitting'the road
all reached base and scored four
runs which concluded with senior Chaola Simmons bringing
in sophomore Bianca Alsobrook
and freshman Ryanne Hill to
take a commanding 6-1 lead.
Sophomore pitcher Tiffany
Chan opened at the mound in
the second inning only to taste
the humiliation Oliphant suffered at the start of the contest.
A&T scored three more runs,
after sophomore Lillian Bullock
smashed a three-run homer to
center field, which marked her
second of the series.
Florida A&M could not match
the Lady Aggies firepower at the
plate, as the game slowly turned
into a lopsided battle through
four innings.
Already up 10-1 through five,
freshman Jennifer Luper (14-3)
forced the last out at the top of
the fifth earning her seventh
consecutive win ofthe season.
Luper won her third straight
MEAC award winning MEAC
Pitcher of the Week.
"We hit the ball well the first
game yesterday and today, but
your not going to hit well every
game you play because teams
PHOTO BY MICHAEL SIMMONS
learn how to pitch around you,"
said head coach Mammie Jones
BIANCA ALS0BR00K slides to home plate with a smile on her face because the Aggies are
after Sunday's win.
coming offof a successful 8-2 home stretch, defeating three differentteams.
"We're a good hitting ball club
their
10-7
victory
in
3-0
deficit
and
that's what keeps this team
HENDERSON
DANIEL
going."
in the opening match.
Register Reporter
Lady Rattlers sophomore
Contrary to the series finale,
Oliphant
perMellissa
the
pitcher
Lady Aggies struggled to
women's
softball
If the A&T
team revenge Sunday afternoon formed almost a perfect game manage a hit in game 2.
The Lady Rattlers lead 5-0
was a sign of what's to come giving up three hits and no
through five before Hill's sinin the postseason, fans might earned runs after the first loss.
Surprisingly, Oliphant was gle put the A&T on the board
want to stay tuned in a couple of
pulled in the first inning Sunday scoring Larson in a late deficit
weeks for the action.
The Lady Aggies (22-12-1 afternoon as the blue and gold comeback attempt.
But Florida A&M's excellent
5-1) smacked Florida A&M tortured her with six runs and
execution held the blue and gold
(11-34 1-5) Sunday afternoon five hits to start the contest.
Sophomore clean-up Jessie to a mere three hits and two runs
combining for 10 hits, RBl's,
and runs in five innings in Lady Larson launched the fiesta at the to assume the victory.
The Lady Aggies will travel to
plate taking Oliphant's ball for a
Aggie Softball Complex..
Prior to game three, A&T let double while bringing home the Daytona Beach Florida Saturday
in a doubleheader series against
the second game of the triple- first two runs to take the lead.
With oneout, the bottom ofthe Bethune-Cookman College beheader slip away in a 5-2
30 minutes after overcoming a lineup kept the parly*alive after ginning Saturday at 1 p.m..
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Woods gets 'cut'
Woods gave no indication
his knee was bothering him
the first three months of the
season, when he won his first
Tiger Woods had arthroscopic surgery on his left knee four tournaments to extend a
Tuesday to repair cartilage winning streak that dated to
damage, his second operation September.
"Tiger has been experiencing
in five years on the same knee.
pain
in his knee since the midis
to
miss
at
least
expected
He
dle of last year, and when he
a month while he recovers.
The surgery, announced on had it looked at by his doctors,
his Web site, came two days af- arthroscopic surgery was recter Woods finished three shots ommended," said Mark Steinbehind Trevor Immelman in berg, Woods' agent at IMG.
the Masters. He most likely "Tiger has played through the
pain in the past, but knew it
will miss The Players Championship, but should return in would be better for him to have
time to play the U.S. Open at the procedure done as early as
possible."
Torrey Pines on June 12.
Steinberg said the surgery re"I made the decision to deal
with the pain and schedule the paired cartilage damage. The
surgery for after the Masters," 2002 surgery drained fluid
Woods said. "The upside is from around the anterior cruthat I have been through this ciate ligament and removed a
process before and know how benign cyst.
Woods won the Bridgestone
to handle it. I look forward to
Invitational and PGA Chamworking through the rehabilitation process and getting back pionship in consecutive weeks
in August, the latter his 13th
to action as quickly as I can."
The surgery was performed career major. After tying for
in Park City, Utah, by Thomas second at the Deutsche Bank
Rosenberg, who also operated Championship to Phil Mickelson, he won the final two
on Woods' left knee in Decemevents to capture the FedEx
ber 2002. Woods also had surgery in 1994 on his left knee to Cup, won his unofficial Target
World Challenge in December,
remove a benign tumor.
Swing coach Hank Haney and won his first four events
told the AP in phone inter- until tying for fifth at Doral
view he knew Woods' knee last month.
He also stumbled behind the
was bothering him, but was
not aware of the surgery until eighth green at Southern Hills
during the final round of the
Woods called him.
"He's been having a lot of PGA Championship, right aftrouble," Haney said. "He ter he chipped in for birdie and
doesn't talk about stuff like was backing up to throw a fist
that. He doesn't want to use pump.
"He's been cautious with it
excuses, you know? I don't
think it affected his play. It af- working out," Haney said. "He
fected his practice a little bit. just needed to go in there and
He hit 14 greens in regulation clean it out."
on Sunday. Hard to say it was
The recovery is expected to
be
four to six weeks, meanthe knee."
DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer

ing Woods will not be able
to defend his title May 1 in
the Wachovia Championship.
He likely will miss The Players Championship, one of
three non-majors he has never
missed since turning pro.
"Of course, we're disappointed when Tiger is unable to
compete in a PGA Tour event,"
commissioner Tim Finchem
said on the tour's Web site.
"There is really never a good
time for an athlete — especially one of Tiger's caliber — to
take weeks off from competition during the season. But his
health concerns have to come
first."

Woods missed two months
the last time he had surgery,
but most of that was around
the holiday and he only missed
one tournament. This will be
the second time in two years
that he has sat out more than a
month between the Masters and
the U.S. Open. He missed nine
weeks when his father died of
cancer in 2006, returned to the
U.S. Open at Winged Foot and
missed the cut.
Assuming the recovery goes
as planned, Woods probably
will return at the Memorial two
weeks before the U.S. Open.
Despite his runner-up finish at
the Masters, he will be a heavy
favorite at the second major.
Woods has won six times at
Torrey Pines, including the last
four years.
The last time Woods hadknee
surgery, he won three of his
first four tournaments, starting
with the Buick Invitational at
Torrey Pines.
"This is something he's already used to," Haney said.
"He deals with stuffincredibly,
like you would expect him to."

Spring 2008
MANDATORY EXIT COUNSELING

for Gra/wfing Seniors witft a "federalDirect Jloem
WEBB HALL AUDITORIUM
Exit Counseling Checklist:
Thursday, April 24, 2008
Friday, April 25, 2008
Monday, April 28, 2008

12:00
12:00

1:00 PM
1:00 PM

�

and

3:00 4:00 PM

Tuesday, April 29, 2008

4:00

5:00 PM

Wednesday, April 30, 2008

2:00

3:00 PM

Wednesday, April 30, 2008

3:00

4:00 PM

Student Identification Card

�

Three references with different
addresses andphone numbers

Mm Office of Student Financial Aid al BM-BM-mt few further detail*.

BARACK OBAMA
FOR PRESIDENT

NE-

V
EARLY
17TH
APRIL

NG
MAY 3RD

REGISTER TO VOTE & VOTE EARLY.
ALL AT ONCE.
VOTE FOR BARACK OBAMA IN THE DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY.
WITH ONE-STOP EARLY VOTING, IT'S SIMPLE & EASY, EVEN IF YOU ARE
NOT REGISTERED TO VOTE OR HAVE NEVER VOTED BEFORE.

TO LEARN HOW
1-8S8-NC-EARLY (888-623-2759)

1 NC.BARACKOBAMA.COM

TEXT NC TO 62262

To register and vote at a One-Stop Site all you need to do is fill out a voter registration application and provide an appropriate form of ID with your

current name and address, such as a NC driver's license, utility bill, or bank statement
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Winners of Pageants finally compete
SHANICE JARMON
Contributor
The first annual National
Pan-Hellenic Council Pageant

was held Wednesday, April
14th in Harrison Auditorium
at" 7:00pm. This pageant displayed the 2007-2008 Kings
and Queens ofthe sorority and
fraternity pageants from this
past year.

Casey Snipes, senior and
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority Inc.
Hosted the event along with
Curtis Walls, member ofAlpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. A senior landscape architectural
major from Charlotte, N.C. and
president of the NPHC took
center stage as the host for the
night.

Casey and Curtis both explained that the pageant itself
wasn't difficult but Casey pointed out that, "Each one saw that
each one wanted it, was really
the drive and personalities of
each contestant that was just a
little bit difficult."

i

four show girls danced to Ella
Fitzgerald's song, "Mas Que

Nada."
"I think the dance will go
well with the theme," said se-

nior journalism major and show
girl, Kristen Medley.
Six judges from around campus, includes SGA A&T's president elect, Marcus Bass judged
the contestants in five categories.
First was the introduction,
where contestants came out in
their best clothing depicting the
20's to introduce themselves.
Second was the casual wear,
where contestants showed off
their personality to the judges
and the crowed.
Third was talent which was
the audiences favorite part of
the night Pelham danced to
"Sister" and "Speak Lord" from
the movie The Color Purple.
The following act was contestant Lee, who serenaded the
audience with "Amazing Grace
on his saxophone. Bell who sang
belted out a gospel medley.
Wilson another contestant attempted an original poem "Not
too Late" but forgot some ofhis
words and instead of the audience laughing they encouraged
him to keep going.
Mincey took the stage after
singing "You are Holy" which
she'd practiced for a while and
said that she hoped her cold
would allow her to perform her
song well.
Lastly, was Gerard Wheeler who performed an original
monologue dedicated to the

Miss Black and Gold Bree
Pelham, a sophomore, civil engineering major, represented the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
Jerel Lee, a junior double
majoring in civil engineering
and music from Charleston, SC,
and Tracey Bell represented
Omega Psi Phi fraternity Inc.
Jazmin Mincey, a sophomore
accounting major from Wilson,
N.C. represented the Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity Inc.
Brandon Wilson, nursing major hailing from Germantown, Deltas.
Md. represented Alpha Kappa
After the talent portion contestants put on their 1920's busiAlpha sorority Inc.
And last, Gerard Wheeler a ness attire and stood on stage
junior, psychology major, from for the question and answer segGastonia, N.C. represented the ment.
Contestants were asked
Delta Sigma Theta sorority Inc.
questions related to technology,
Miss A&T, Candice JohnHBCU roles, voting, students
son, started the pageant by coming out and giving the crowned on campus, entrepreneurship
a feel for the "Roaring 20's" in the African American comtheme. To keep with the theme munity and several others. This
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GERARDWHEELER junior, and one ofthewinners of the NPHC pageant struts down the aisle of
Harrison Auditorium in a 1920's"Cotton Club"attire

segment was scored on how
well the contestants spoke, the
delivery and how accurate and
on track the answer was.
The most anticipated portion
ofthe night was the formal wear

portion. The finally found out
the winner of the NPHC pageant. After about 15 minutes,
the judges announced that Bree
Pelham and Gerard Wheeler
were the winners for the evening

"It feels so great to know that
all my hard work paid off in the
end," said Wheeler.
Junior, math educationmajor
Jennifer James and member of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority Inc.
(she was happy that Gerard is
going to represent her sorority
and knows he will put the money into good use).
"I'm so happy! I'm going to

put the scholarship money to
use for classes this summer,"

said Phelma.
"I knew Bree was going to
win this pageant from the first
moment I saw her in the Ms.
Black and Gold pageant, I knew
she had that sparkthat everyone
looks for," said senior architectural engineering major Sean
Nickols and one of the coordinators ofthe previous Ms. Black
and Gold pageant.
The 1st annual NPHC pag-

Paying for
College 101

eant to the audience was a suecess. The organizations thai
were involved chose the contes-

tant that will represent them in
the upcoming year.
All the contestants carried
themselves well and showed
poise and class. The two contestants were congratulated by the
audience

Greek Play turns
Hip Hop and Gospel

Seeing ads about how easy it is to get up to $40,000
for college?

ASHLEYWITHERS
News Editor

Continued from page 12
Jealousy soon becomes revenge as Medea feels complete
betrayal by Jason.
Through spokenword, Medea
gets encouragement through the
Women's Chorus played by juniors Ashley Brown, Natasha
Thome and freshman Delores
Rose. They played three masked
women that symbolize the city
ofAtlanta and their views about
Medea and her tragedy.
Their monologues focused
on helping Medea save herself
and to not give up.
Brown explained how the
Women Chorus also reflected
Medea's consciousness.
"We told her things she
didn't want to hear. Yet we were
her support system."
However, there are three

other messengers that reflect the
Atlanta media and press.
Freshman William "CJ" Gaston plays the print media, Odori
Hines plays the Internet messenger and Malcolm Maye plays
the messenger through radio.
Raps and hip-hop lyrics emphasize their voice and opinions that the city wants Medea
to pack her bags and go elsewhere.
In order to get into character,
many of these Theatre students
had to read Greek classics to
better understand their role.
For senior Asha El-Shair,
playing Medea was the most
difficult character she had ever
played in her entire life.
"Because Medea's emotions
ranged all over the place, it was
difficult to play her,emotionally,
at first. There was a time I had
to face my past experiences and
work on myself to better relate
to the hurt and rage Medea felt,"
said El-Shair.
"Medea: A Gospel Hip-Hop
Tragedy," will show again this
Thursday-Sunday at 8 p.m. And
Sunday at 3 p.m. Students are
free.

of engaged learning in legal education
■

Concentrations in business, litigation, public
interest, general practice

■

Signature program in leadership education

■

New high-tech facility in downtown Greensboro

■

Preceptors, practicing local attorneys, mentor
students

■ Home

That "easy money" is probably a high-interest loan—
which won't be easy when it's time to pay it back.
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Scholarships available

Apply online and get more
information at: law.elon.edu
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Alum first to be crowned
DEXTER MULLINS
Contributor

Inflow ranked
number 3!

This is a Band that people
from all over the triad
should get familiar with!
Right now the band is currently standing at number
3 in the MTV U's"Best
Band on Campus" contest.
To continue voting for Inflowential look on MTU.com!

- A.T.

John Legend
in Queen City!

John Legend performs in
concert with UK's own Estelle at the Amos Southend
in Charlotte Wednesday at
8:30 p.m. She loves American Boy's and he loves the
piano, this show is a must
see!

-A.T.

Chester French
"She Love's Everybody"
Currently on tour with the
band N.E.R.D.This duo group
is certainly a pop band you
don't want to miss. With their
high-pitched vocals and witty
lyrics this is the new formula
for pop rock.
-A.T

"Lollipop"

Now, I know he's been in
the rap game for quite
;ome time but that is no

sxcuse for creating fluff
music and making it into a
single. They should of just
landed this track over to
50, he likes the candy shop.
-A.T

sire

They say Aggies are innovative,
ground-breaking, and that we tear down
barriers. Well add being royal to the list,
as an Aggie has become the first Mr. Black
North Carolina. Jasmine Mclnnis is a senior pursuing a Bachelor's degree in both
Professional English and Women's Studies, and has an amazing opportunity to
serve the state and be a roll model with

The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
on this week in arts
and entertainment.

his new title.

"Honestly, I still feel like Jasmine L.
Mclnnis," he said. "I do not want people
to think because I have a new title I have
changed. I have always been a humanitarian and had an interest in the development
of people. The title, however will open
doors that may have been harder to enter."

The competition took place on Friday,
April 4 at the Gamer Historic Auditorium
located in Gamer, North Carolina. Mclnnis set out to join the competition by mere
accident, as he "stumbled" across the information
"As many of you know, I work with
and coached some ofthe Miss A&T's and
other pageants throughout the state," He
said.
"I love the Pageant Industry. I was first
crowned here at A&T as the 1st Mr. Alpha
Phi and thought it was a great experience
so why not try it again. As I learned more
about the competition and talked with
more and more people they were like 'you
need to go ahead and enter that competition you know you can win,' and now I am
Mr. Black North Carolina with GOD grace
and many of my constituents support."
Mclnnis is a Greensboro native, and
very active student.
He has been involved in such organizations as Council of Presidents (President
and Treasurer); NAACP (3yr President);
VERGE Modeling Troupe (Treasurer &
President); North Carolina A&T Senate
(Clerk, Appointment Confirmation Committee Chair, Judicial Committee, Chair)
Judicial Council; Honda Quiz Bowl; Hall
Council; and a host ofUniversity Committees and was also crowned the Mr. Black
Greensboro earlier this year. Now, as the
Mr. Black NC, Mclnnis is ready to get
busy working on his platform M.A.N.U.P.,
an acronym for Maturing and Acquiring
Nobility Unleashing Potential.
"This position will allow me and others
who help me to implement my platform
across North Carolina," Mclnnis said.
"My platform strives to elevate and decrease the issues plaguing our young black
men. The position will also allow me to
reach others I may not have been able to
because I am a state rep not just a regional
rep; if will, this will encourage me to look
outside my normal frontal vision but require me to look at my peripheral vision."
Mclnnis' platform is designed foryoung
men ages 13-18. The program's purpose is
not to teach masculinity, but to educate
men on the responsibilities of maturing
and becoming responsible young men and
viable citizens in North Carolina.
The platform will focus on academic
excellence, cultural/etiquette training,
mentor/mentee training, leadership training/development, spiritual, mental, physical Awareness, and fiscal responsibility.
"I am excited and nervous at the same
time," Mclnnis said. So much is riding on
this because I am the 1stMr. Black North
Carolina. I am beginning a legacy for men
of the future to follow and setting the example for young black men to follow today. Imagine all the pressure."
Mclnnis is not the first Aggie to receive
such a high title. In 2007, A&T Alum Rachel Wilson, was crowned Ms. Black NC

FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL stars Jason Segel,
Kristen Blackwell (Veronica
Mars) and 'Super Bad'Jonah
Hill hits theaters everywhere
Friday. Peter Bretter (Jason
Segel) gets dumped by his
television star girlfriend,
Sarah Marshall (Kristin
Blackwell), he then finds himself alone and heart broken.
-A.T.
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JasmineMclnnis, now alum is all smiles being the first to be crownedas Mr. Black North Carolina

USA, and Mclnnis now joins the ranks of
Aggies like her. In Mclnnis' eyes, it's just
another example of how powerful Aggies
truly are.
"I am excited to bring home another

win for the Aggies," Mclnnis said. "Rachel Wilson was the epitome of what a
young lady should strive to become. This
is what we do, 'Assemble and take OVA.'
I know without a doubt another Aggie Victory is in the making... We are a divine
group of students."
In a way, Mclnnis said, Aggies are bred
to be leaders. He chuckled as he described
what he calls a "Rich Legacy of Divine
Leadership."
"It is in the way we are bred," he said.
"Look at us we are the home ofthe beginning ofthe Civil Right's Movement, home
of the (Greensboro Four) now known
as the A&T Four, Ronald McNair once
roamed our campus, both Jesse Jackson
Sr., and Jr., sat in our cafeteria, and let us
not forget the number of Alumni who are
leaders offortune 500 companies like Gillette... Need I continue?"
As Mclnnis begins his Reign, he looks
forward to the positive development that
lies ahead, but is fully aware that he will
not be able to do it alone, and gives credit
where he feels it is do.
"Firstly, I need GOD to help give me
the vision, directions, and organization to
galvanize and strike interest in my platform to others," Mclnnis said. "Secondly,
I need young men of good character, integrity, committed to their word, strong
intellect, and young men who have a passion for helping to raise the bar and expectations for young and developing men
across the state. Everything else can be
taught but these core values should be in-

nate."
"I also want to thank the administrators,
community, family & friends, and mostly

importantly students who supported me
in my dream to become Mr. Black North
Carolina. And a special thanks to the following people; Ms. Branlyn D. Mosby,
Ms. Jaime Henderson, Maurece Nichols,
Onieka Johnson, Lakiesha White, William Marshall my Aggies for traveling the
distance to support me on the night of the
pageant. Your energy gave me the strength
to continue and perform during the pageant; I will always remember your sacrifice."
With all the attention Mclnnis is receiving, he is hoping that he will beable to
bring the State ofNorth Carolina another
positive image ofwhat young men are capable of doing, and hopes his reign pushes
more young men to enter the competition
next year. He hopes that the change can
start with us here in Aggieland.
"I would love to see a male representation of the university here equal to Miss
North Carolina A&T State University,"
he said. "I am aware we have a Mr. Aggie and was a judge for several of them;
however, the operative word is equal or
equivalent to Miss A&T. Mr. Aggie's role
is down played tremendously and he is not
a part of the SGA Executive Board. I look
forward to in the near future seeing North
Carolina A&T State University elevate as
most ofthe black institutions in the state
and other HBCU's have through official
representative elected by the students as
we do Miss A&T."
If you are interested in helping Mclnnis
with any of his work, or would just like to
speak to him, he encourages everyone to
email him at mrblacknc@gmail.com.

Greek play turns hip hop and gospel
ASHLEY WITHERS
News Editor

Students at A&T adapted and performed their version of a traditional
Greek tragedy. The theater department
added a hip-hop theme and a style that
you might be hard pressed to find outside the confines of Aggie land. Students filled Paul Robeson theater for the
show.

The Visual and Performing Arts Department at North Carolina A&T State
University presented a contemporary
version, "Medea: A Gospel Hip-Hop
Tragedy."
Directed by Miller Lucky, Jr., an Associate Professor ofTheatre at A&T, focused on the reality of violence among
women in this play. Adapted by the
Greek tale "Medea," Medea is the symbol ofthe woman who has been a victim

of physical and emotional abuse at the
hands of a man. When she finds out her
husband Jason leaves her for another
woman after they have had two children
and a life of their own, rage and wrath
embodies her soul and begins to consume her life.

Through gospel and hip-hop themes,
this tragedy is "A horrid tale we must
tell..." In this modem version, Medea,
played by seniors Asha El-Shair and An-

gele Rodgers has moved from Haiti to
Atlanta, Georgia to begin a life with her
husband Jason, played by junior Marcus
Zollicoffer However, Medea finds out
he is leaving her for the mayor's daughter, Kenisha aka Lil' Neicey, a hip-hop
music artist, played by special guest artist Jimi James.

ERIC LAU a producer from
London label Ubiquity has
his own debut album "New
Territories" which is now out
in the states. With influences
from J. Dilla, his music consist
of soulful sounds similar to
Musiq Soulchild with a hip
hop vibe like the The Roots
Crew. UK artists are featured
on his 14 track album along
with familiar artists from the
states such as Lupe Fiasco.
-A.T.

TRIAD AREA POTTERY
FESTIVAL is hosted by The
Greensboro Farmers' Curb
Market which is held on
Sunday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m
More than 70 potters exhibit
their pottery under one roof
with a variety of handmade,
glazed, stoneware and porcelain all on display and available for purchase.
-AT.

STEP OFF
men

See page 11

1. Why is it cold in April? 2. Isn't it suppose to be the South? 3. How many seniors are graduating this year? 4. Is it safe to say
that if you're graduating in four years your major was easy? 5. Why do teachers get lazy during the end of the semester? 6. Is it
just me or is spring semester the hardest time to complete projects? 7. Why does CNN care in 2008 about the feeling of being
black in America? 8. Why not ask about how does it feel to be White in America? 9. Does CNN think that Dr. King is the only

dream black people aspired to? 10. Who tried to throw cookout this weekend? 11. How many students landed that summer internship? 12. Do you laugh at guys driving cars with sorority tags? 13. Or do you give him props because he managed to get her car?
14. Whatever happened to the building of the clock tower? 15. Can one of the construction sites be a dorm hall? 16. Why are
80s babies dressing like they grew up in the 80s? 17. How do you feel about walking on campus with people born in the 90s? 18.
Would they even know who Kriss Kross was? 19. Ready for the most historical election ever? 20. Are you even a registered voter?

RESIDENTS HALL STEP
OFF starts Wednesday at 7
p.m. to 10 p.m. Brought to
you by RHA this free event
gives the student residents a
chance to show off thejr stepping skills. With hosts Brian
Tennie and Rufus Crouch this
event is held in Corbett Sports
Center.

